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I

INTRODUCTION

In 1996, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), focusing immigration law and policy on greater
enforcement and centering the enforcement system around departures, in an
attempt to deter immigrants from overstaying their visas. One major
enforcement tool instituted by IIRIRA was the creation of three- and ten-year
“unlawful presence” (ULP) bars, which are triggered when an out-of-status
alien departs the United States. Since the law went into effect in 1997, the
creation of these bars has had important consequences not only for immigrants,
but also for their communities and the United States as a whole. Significantly,
many of these effects are directly contrary to Congress's intended purpose in
enacting IIRIRA, as well as longstanding national immigration policy generally.

Many of these harmful effects are fueled by the ULP bars’ significant
incentives to immigrants to extend, instead of shorten, their length of stay in the
United States. Extended stays consign these immigrants to an undocumented
underclass, validating common but largely incorrect stereotypes. Negative
community stereotypes then influence legislators and others, fueling harsher
immigration legislation and policy (like the ULP bars themselves), thus
perpetuating a cycle of harmful stereotyping and stricter enforcement schemes.
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The bars also contribute to widespread economic challenges and weighty detrimental impacts on families of both immigrants and citizens.

Of course, a harsher approach to immigration legislation, like that embodied in IIRIRA, has many supporters. For example, some argue that more punitive immigration legislation is necessary “to provide an incentive for prospective immigrants to play by the rules and resist the temptation to flout immigration law en route to a green card.”5 These persons often object to immigrants who “cut in line,” rather than waiting and applying through the consular process abroad.6 There is much legitimate discussion on these issues, but the general immigration debate is well beyond the scope of this note. The immediate point is that regardless of one’s political leanings, the evidence indicates that the ULP bars fall utterly short of achieving their purpose and are also harmful to American citizens (in addition to immigrants).

Even supporters of harsher immigration laws are not pleased with the ULP bars, and for largely the same fundamental reason: The bars are unable to reach immigrants who evade them by simply remaining inside the United States.7 This massive loophole incentivizes longer stays and creates significant social, economic, and familial harms to Americans generally, without deterring illegal immigration. That the ULP bars do not deter immigration appears well accepted by most; for some, the correct response is to advocate for stricter enforcement measures, while others push for a softer approach. Either way, the bars are clearly ineffective.8 No matter one’s perspective on immigration policy, the ULP bars fail to achieve their desired goals, contravene long-standing national immigration policy, and perpetuate or even worsen these unintended and problematic outcomes. It is therefore imperative that Congress repeal the ULP bars and replace them with a legislative scheme that more effectively achieves its policy goals.

A. Legal Background

Under IIRIRA, undocumented immigrants are barred from reentry into the United States for three years if they accrue more than 180 days but less than one year of unlawful presence and voluntarily depart the United States prior to the commencement of removal proceedings.9 Additionally, undocumented immigrants accruing more than one year of unlawful presence are inadmissible

6. Id.
7. See, e.g., id. (arguing that the law “only applies to those illegal aliens who don’t know enough not to leave”).
8. Compare, e.g., id. (“The point of the [ULP bars] was to punish and deter illegal immigration . . . . By every measure, [they have] failed to make a difference.”), with Cain W. Oulahan, *The American Dream Deferred: Family Separation and Immigrant Visa Adjudications at U.S. Consulates Abroad*, 94 MARY. L. REV. 1351, 1356 (2011) (arguing that the bars break up American families without significantly deterring illegal immigration).
for ten years after the date of departure. In both cases, the unlawful presence must be accumulated in one “stay” in the United States, which resets any time the immigrant leaves the country.

Although a waiver of the ULP bars is available, it is both limited in scope and difficult to obtain. To qualify, the immigrant must show that imposition of the ULP bar to reentry would “result in extreme hardship” to the immigrant’s spouse or parents who are citizens or lawful permanent residents. Notably, the extreme-hardship waiver does not account for the immigrant’s citizen children. Also, the standard for “extreme hardship” is high. Section 212(h) of Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), which utilizes the same standard as the ULP waiver, indicates that “extreme hardship” in selecting family members who are citizens may constitute a waiver to inadmissibility. Courts have interpreted the language of section 212(h) to mean hardship beyond difficulties that would normally be associated with deportation or removal to a new country, and to exclude more minor hardships such as finding new work, uprooting family, or loss of financial support. Additionally, no court has jurisdiction to review the denial of a waiver of the ULP bars.

The most powerful effect of the bars, however, is manifested in their interaction with the process for gaining status as a lawful permanent resident. Before IIRIRA, undocumented immigrants living in the United States with the possibility of acquiring legal permanent resident (LPR) status could leave the country for consular processing upon qualification for a visa and then return with LPR status. However, that option is no longer available once an immigrant triggers one of the ULP bars. Because undocumented immigrants are generally out of status (often because of overstaying a visa or entering
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without admission), they are not eligible for adjustments of status from within
the United States.\textsuperscript{18} But after IIRIRA, consular processing outside the United
States is no longer an option for undocumented immigrants with sufficient
unlawful presence to trigger the ULP bars, because departing the country is
precisely what triggers the bars.\textsuperscript{19} If immigrants leave to process applications for
adjustment of status abroad after acquiring sufficient unlawful presence to
trigger the bars, they will be barred from reentry for three or ten years.
Therefore, the ULP bars effectively prevent undocumented immigrants who are
otherwise eligible for a visa from obtaining lawful status.

Previously, Congress had made available, in INA section 245(i), another
option for those who would otherwise qualify for adjustment of status but for
the ULP bars. This provision allowed immigrants to apply for adjustment of
status from within the United States with the payment of a fee of $1000
submitted with their application.\textsuperscript{20} However, the section 245(i) provision expired
in January 1998. It was briefly revived through the Legal Immigration Family
Equity (LIFE) Act Amendments of 2000, which extended it through April 30,
2001, so that petitions pending before that date were also eligible for
consideration.\textsuperscript{21} Attempts at temporary extensions were raised in various bills in
the House and the Senate, but did not extend past the end of 2001, leaving
undocumented immigrants with no way to legalize their status from within the
United States.\textsuperscript{22}

B. The ULP Bars’ Current Reach

Because many immigrants seeking adjustment of status are undocumented,
it can be difficult to determine how many people the ULP bars affect. The
government and others have tried to track the situation over the last several
decades, which provide us with some idea of the extent of the problem. The
United States leads the world in total immigrants, with 40.4 million immigrants
in 2011 (both documented and undocumented), making up thirteen percent of
the population.\textsuperscript{23} Although 40.4 million is the highest number of immigrants
ever residing in the United States, immigrants made up a greater \textit{percentage} of
the population in the period from 1890 to 1920, when fifteen percent of the
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population was composed of immigrants. Thus, the current immigration rate is not unusually high, even though the total number of immigrants living in the country has grown.

Estimates for the number of undocumented immigrants in the United States in 2011 range from 11.1 million as reported by the Pew Hispanic Center to 11.5 million as reported by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). A comprehensive report by the Pew Hispanic Center based on 2010 data indicates that since 2007, the total number of undocumented immigrants residing in the United States has decreased, as has the number of undocumented immigrants in the workforce. Another report, which isolated data for arrivals and departures of undocumented immigrants using a slightly different methodology, reached a different conclusion. It reported that since 2000, a growing number of undocumented immigrants exited the United States, while a decreasing number of undocumented immigrants arrived, resulting in a net loss of undocumented immigrants since 2008. The decrease in immigrants is mostly due to fewer Mexican immigrants entering the United States.

However, even with a net loss in unauthorized immigrants, the imposition of the ULP bars still affects millions of people. Another Pew Hispanic Center study found that in 2010, eighty-five percent of undocumented immigrants had been in the United States for five years or longer. Many of these immigrants are very likely to have accrued more than one year of unlawful presence in their five or more years in the United States, and would therefore trigger the ten-year bar if they depart. Additionally, the percentage of the foreign-born population that is undocumented has grown since IIRIRA was passed. In 1995, before the ULP bars went into effect, twenty percent of the foreign-born population was undocumented, but in 2005, nine years after IIRIRA, thirty-one percent of the
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foreign-born population was undocumented. Therefore, after IIRIRA, a greater number of immigrants are out of status, likely accruing unlawful presence, and potentially subject to the ULP bars.

Another noteworthy characteristic of the undocumented immigrant population is the significant number belonging to mixed-status families, in which some member of the family is a citizen or lawful permanent resident and another is undocumented. The Pew Center estimates that over nine million people lived in mixed-status families in 2010. Mixed-status families are especially affected by stricter immigration enforcement, because such enforcement can have very detrimental financial and emotional effects on U.S. citizens, especially if a three- or ten-year bar to reentry is imposed on a family member. And the ULP bars could affect a large percentage of immigrant families. Of babies born in the United States from March 2009 to March 2010 to at least one undocumented immigrant parent, over ninety percent of the parents arrived before 2008. The large majority of these parents, who are very likely to have accrued more than one year of unlawful presence in their several years living in the United States, would thus trigger the ten-year bar upon departure.

II

CONGRESS’S INTENDED EFFECTS IN PASSING IIRIRA

Historically, U.S. immigration policy is centered on family unification and meeting national employment needs. The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), the foundational federal immigration statute passed in 1952, set up a system of preferences based around employment and family. Congress continues to demonstrate its support of family unification in immigration legislation. For example, as discussed above, in 1994 Congress passed INA section 245(i), which created a path for immigrants to adjust their status from within the United States, thus avoiding indefinite separation from family during the processing of a visa at a consulate. Congress has never explicitly indicated
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33. TAYLOR ET AL., supra note 30, at 6.
34. PASSEL & COHN, UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANT POPULATION, supra note 27, at 12.
38. See supra text accompanying notes 20–22.
39. See Mercer, supra note 22, at 300–01 (explaining the progress of the attempts to extend the
its intent to move away from a policy favoring families and employment needs. Under the current system, green-card eligibility \(^{40}\) is still based around several preference categories, most notably family-based, job- or employment-based, and refugee- or asylum status–based categories.\(^{41}\)

The passage of IIRIRA \(^{42}\) in 1996 brought about major changes in the United States’ previously profamily immigration policy, although the current preferences system did not change. IIRIRA, instead of focusing on family reunification, focused on deterrence of overstays and punishment for immigration violations, setting up steep penalties through the ULP bars for being unlawfully present in the United States.\(^{43}\) In evaluating Congress’s intent, it is important to note that when IIRIRA was originally passed, INA section 245(i) was available to dramatically soften the effect of the new ULP bars.

III

IIRIRA’S CURRENT STATE: THE UNINTENDED EFFECTS

From the time the ULP bars went into force in 1997, they have in practice worked almost completely counter to the United States’ long-standing family-unification and employment immigration policies, as well as IIRIRA’s more specific goals of deterring overstays and enforcing immigration law more effectively. Due to the large number of undocumented immigrants currently residing in the United States who would likely be subject to the ULP bars upon departure, these effects are not limited to a select number of immigrants or mixed-status families, but reach to American society as a whole. To illustrate these perverse effects, I examine the current state of immigrants in the United States as it relates to immigrants’ length of stay, the ULP bars’ effect on the perceptions of immigrants in their communities and throughout the United States, economic and employment effects of the ULP bars, and effects of the bars on family.

The root cause of this array of harmful effects is that the ULP bars prevent immigrants from (1) legalizing their status, or (2) freely departing the United States without the imposition of stiff penalties. This leads to possibly the most pernicious effect of the ULP bars—the creation of a mutually reinforcing cycle of negative community perceptions toward immigrants, as well as harsher immigration legislation. This cycle makes it more difficult for immigrants to
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assimilate or participate positively in their communities," 44 exacerbates the
economic harms described below, 45 and greatly harms citizens belonging to
mixed-status families. 46 Despite these risks, immigrants with strong familial or
other ties to the United States will likely choose to stay. But to avoid
depортation or other penalties, they will be forced into a shadow culture,
isolating themselves from mainstream society. 47

A. The ULP Bars’ Effect on Immigrants’ Length of Stay

Despite Congress’s intent to deter immigrants from overstaying their visas,
the ULP bars actually incentivize longer stays. 48 Undocumented immigrants
strongly prefer to remain under the government radar, making it very difficult
to gather data on how long they remain in the United States. The most logical
conclusion, though, is that the majority will extend their time in the country,
particularly those immigrants with strong ties to the United States. The U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) reported that over eighty-five
percent of the undocumented immigrant population in the United States in
January of 2011 arrived before 2005. 49 Because the ten-year ULP bar is
triggered upon departure after the accrual of just one year of unlawful presence,
the large majority of these immigrants, and many of those arriving after 2005,
cannot leave without triggering a ten-year bar to reentry. Immigrants with
spouses, children, or other strong ties to the country are very unlikely to
voluntarily depart under these circumstances. Instead, they stay even longer
because the stakes are too high to leave. And because the ULP bars incentivize
staying but offer no opportunity to legalize status, they effectively create an
underclass of immigrants who cannot assimilate into their communities and the
United States generally, or who choose not to try, for fear of attracting
unwanted government attention. The ULP bars’ creation and maintenance of
this isolated underclass is the driving force behind the other negative effects
mentioned here.

44. See discussion infra Part III.B.
45. See discussion infra Part III.C.
46. See discussion infra Part III.D.
47. See M. Kathleen Dingeman & Rubén G. Rumbaut, The Immigration-Crime Nexus and Post-
Deportation Experiences: En/Countering Stereotypes in Southern California and El Salvador,
48. Bryn Siegel, Note, The Political Discourse of Amnesty in Immigration Policy, 41 AKRON L.
REV. 291, 299–300 (2008) (arguing that “[b]ecause any attempt to exit the country or apply for status
might trigger the bars, an undocumented immigrant successfully avoids the bars by remaining in
the United States,” giving immigrants “every incentive to avoid alerting authorities of their presence”); see
also Fernando Colon-Navarro, Familia e Inmigracion: What Happened to Family Unity?, 19 FLA. J.
INT’L L. 491, 495 (2007) (“Rather than returning to their country and filing for a waiver, they choose to
forego the process and remain in the United States with their families, even if it means remaining in
illegal status.”). Even those advocating stricter enforcement of the ULP bars have recognized the
perversive incentives for undocumented immigrants to stay longer, stating that “in practice, [the ULP
bars have] not only failed to penalize or deter most illegal aliens but [have] actually encouraged illegal
aliens to remain here.” Vaughan, supra note 5.
49. HOFER ET AL., supra note 26, at 3.
Before the ULP bars, immigrants could voluntarily depart the United States at any time without compromising their ability to reenter, although other standard admission policies and procedures still applied upon returning. This allowed undocumented immigrants with strong ties to the United States, like citizen spouses or children, to remain until they were eligible to apply for legal permanent residency, at which time they could return to their home country for consular processing of their visas. Undocumented immigrants thus had an incentive to work toward legalization of their status; although some spent time in the United States out of status, a process existed by which they could become legal permanent residents. But with the imposition of the ULP bars, undocumented immigrants with sufficient unlawful presence cannot leave the United States through legal means without triggering the bars, even for consular processing. Illegal trips across the border are particularly risky for undocumented immigrants with strong ties to the United States, because the bars raise the stakes if the immigrants are caught or unable to return, potentially keeping them out of the country and ineligible for a visa for a minimum of three or ten years. Thus, they are likely to choose to remain in the United States, or, if they do leave, to return quickly because of their close ties to the United States.

Congress was supportive enough of the pre-ULP process that it passed section 245(i) in 1994, which helped undocumented immigrants legalize their status by allowing them, for a fee, to apply for adjustment of status from within the United States. From October 1994 to February 1995, forty-five percent of all applications for permanent resident status received by the INS were section 245(i) applications, raising $49.1 million, or eighty percent of all application fee revenue. This benefitted both immigrants and U.S. citizens: Immigrants were saved the time and expense of travel, and U.S. taxpayers gained additional revenue. Unfortunately, this option is no longer available and the ULP bars instead act as a strong incentive for immigrants to extend their stay.

The situation is further complicated by the frequent confusion surrounding the ULP bars, particularly for undocumented immigrants, who are unlikely to seek out or have access to legal counsel. Some immigrants may unwittingly

53. Mercer, supra note 22, at 299.
trigger one of the bars upon departure and be unable to return for the specified duration, even if they have spouses or children in the United States.\(^{54}\) Other immigrants may be aware of the ULP bars but not fully understand the law,\(^{55}\) and so they may be afraid to leave for fear of triggering the bars and continue accruing unlawful presence. The high-stakes nature of the bars—the potential for years of separation from family and communities or interference with employment—only exacerbates the problem.

Finally, because this area of the law changes periodically, undocumented immigrants may decide to wait, hoping new legislation or a change in policy will offer either a method for adjustment of status from within the United States or a new waiver before they are forced to depart and trigger one of the ULP bars.\(^{56}\) Section 245(i),\(^{57}\) the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program,\(^{58}\) and the new provisional waiver for unlawful presence\(^ {59}\) are all examples supporting this position. The success of these programs is also evidence of undocumented immigrants’ willingness and desire to take the necessary steps to move toward legal status when that path is available. For example, from August 15, 2012—when United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) first released the necessary forms for DACA applications—to March 14, 2013, USCIS received an average of 3261 DACA requests per day.\(^ {60}\) This strong response is even more impressive considering that although DACA confers important benefits, including work eligibility, a stay on accrual of unlawful presence, and a deferral of removal actions, it is an executive policy (not a law),\(^ {61}\) does not grant legal status, and must be renewed
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\(^{55}\) The method used for calculating unlawful presence is not contained in a statute or regulations, but rather in an interoffice memorandum issued by USCIS. See Neufeld Memorandum, *supra* note 3.


\(^{61}\) DACA’s constitutionality was recently challenged by ICE employees in *Crane v. Napolitano*. Complaint at 1–2, Crane v. Napolitano, No. 3:12-cv-03247-O (N.D. Tex. Aug. 23, 2012), ECF No. 1. The district court judge dismissed the case, holding that although “Plaintiffs were likely to succeed on the merits of their claim that the Department of Homeland Security has implemented a program contrary to congressional mandate[,] . . . Congress has precluded Plaintiffs from pursuing their claims in this Court by enacting the [Civil Service Reform Act].” Order at 2, Crane v. Napolitano, No. 3:12-cv-03247-
after just two years. Clearly, many undocumented immigrants are willing to expend time and money, and even risk registering with the government, to be able to live and work legally in the United States for just two years. But while the ULP bars remain in effect, undocumented immigrants are forced into the difficult position of choosing between continuing and indefinite undocumented status and years of separation from family. This results in longer stays without status, contrary to Congress’s intent.

B. The ULP Bars’ Effect on Community Perceptions

Undocumented immigrants thus increasingly remain in the United States for longer periods of time, which contributes to increasingly negative attitudes toward immigrants. Negative attitudes lead to harsher immigration legislation like IIRIRA, which in turn generates more negative perceptions. Although the United States is commonly described as a nation of immigrants, in reality Americans have always needed time to adjust to newcomers, and the ULP bars are another manifestation of this tendency. In part, this is because assimilation itself requires time, both for the immigrants coming to the United States and for the American people who are already in the country. Immigrants may struggle with learning English, finding work, developing ties in the community, and dealing with a myriad of other issues. Thus, the assimilation process may take a full generation to wholly develop. Immigrants may understandably gravitate toward others of their own culture or country of origin, creating further divisions. Americans, on the other hand, may be afraid of or uncertain about unfamiliar people, cultures, languages, and customs. Together, these differences and fears can create tension between the two groups, as witnessed throughout most of the United States’ history. The result is a situation today where immigrants are often isolated and even perceived as criminals.

A brief look at American history helps to illustrate this development. Americans in the 1920s were concerned about immigrants from eastern and

64. Id.
65. Id. at 365–66.
southern Europe, and passed legislation restricting their ability to immigrate.\(^{67}\) Reasons for opposing immigration were based on fears that the new immigrants would not be able to assimilate into American culture, and even included language of Anglo-Saxon racial superiority.\(^{68}\) Over time, fears relating to immigration transferred from European immigrants to Latino, largely Mexican, immigrants. In the 1940s the United States instituted the Bracero program, which brought Mexican farmworkers to the United States to mitigate labor shortages after WWII.\(^{69}\) However, in 1954, more than a million of these workers, including documented workers, were deported in “Operation Wetback.”\(^{70}\)

Despite persistent negative attitudes toward various immigrant groups throughout American history, immigration offenses were generally not considered criminal until the 1980s. The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986\(^{71}\) instituted criminal penalties for knowingly hiring undocumented workers,\(^{72}\) and Congress also made fraudulent marriage to evade immigration laws a criminal offense.\(^{73}\) This shift toward criminal penalties for immigration violations has continued to grow, with stronger enforcement policies and more criminal proceedings against immigrants.\(^{74}\) Long-standing negative attitudes of many Americans toward immigrants, as evidenced by the xenophobia in the 1920s, and official policies or actions removing immigrants or treating them as criminals, such as the ULP bars, are mutually reinforcing, and so the trend continues.\(^{75}\) The most tragic part of this cycle is that the stereotypes are generally wrong, and the policies and perceptions reinforce harmful and incorrect principles.\(^{76}\)

America’s difficult history with immigration was further accelerated by various terrorist attacks over the past twenty years, including the Langley, Virginia CIA shooting in January of 1993,\(^{77}\) the World Trade Center bombing in February of 1993,\(^{78}\) and most notably the terrorist attacks of September 11,
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67. NAT’L RES. COUNCIL, supra note 63, at 364.
68. Id. at 364 n.2.
70. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 1722–25.
76. Id.
2001. Enforcement of immigration law has become an even greater priority, and much of immigration law has merged with national-security concerns. Examples of legislation directed at immigrants and national security include the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) in 1996 and the U.S.A. PATRIOT Act in 2001. Additionally, and importantly in the context of the ULP bars, a further extension of INA section 245(i), which would have provided a method for immigrants to attain legal status without triggering the ULP bars, failed to pass shortly after the attacks of 9/11. Over time, the attachment of immigration to terrorism as well as crime has worsened the mutually reinforcing nature of immigration policy and general attitudes toward immigrants in the United States. The ULP bars are a particularly important manifestation of that connection because they serve to maintain undocumented immigrants in what many perceive negatively as their “unlawful” or “illegal” status.

This mutually reinforcing cycle of public perception of immigrants and immigration policy is particularly evident today with Latino, and specifically Mexican, immigrants. Although they are not the only immigrant population to face negative community stereotypes or immigration policies, Mexicans are the largest and one of the most visible groups of undocumented immigrants, and are regularly seen as a major source of the “immigration problem.” A significant reason for this perception is the sheer number of undocumented Mexican immigrants in the United States. In 2008, Mexicans accounted for fifty-nine percent of the total population of undocumented immigrants, with over seven million undocumented immigrants in the United States. These
immigrants are most highly concentrated in the western part of the country: In 2008, ninety percent of the undocumented immigrant population of Arizona, New Mexico, and Wyoming were Mexican immigrants. Because there are so many undocumented Mexican immigrants, it is also highly likely that millions have accrued sufficient unlawful presence to be subject to the ULP bars upon departure, and so are forced to either stay in the country without documentation or leave for a minimum of three or ten years. These undocumented immigrants are subject to the myriad of economic and familial challenges discussed below. For example, in 2007, Mexican undocumented immigrants’ median income was even lower than other undocumented immigrants, and they also had received less education. This further reinforces the negative community perceptions of undocumented Latino immigrants.

Most stereotypes of Latino immigrants are both harsh and inaccurate. Latino immigrants are often characterized or perceived as “crime-prone, anti-assimilationist (i.e., refusing to speak English), and determined to demolish American cultural values and reclaim territory that was once their own.” For example, results of the 2000 General Social Survey by the National Opinion Research Center indicate that most Americans connect immigration with increased crime, sixty percent of Americans believe immigrants lead to the loss of American jobs, and fifty-six percent believe immigrants contribute to problems of national disunity. Many of these stereotypes play directly on fears held by native-born Americans that immigrants are a threat to their safety, economic well-being, and national culture. Thus, “[f]ear may trump facts, even as facts debunk enduring stereotypes.” The ULP bars reinforce and perpetuate these false stereotypes, preventing undocumented immigrants with strong American ties from truly assimilating and positively influencing American culture and society.

One especially egregious and long-standing public misconception of undocumented immigrants, particularly Latino immigrants, is that they have higher crime rates than American citizens. In 1926 a scholar commented that “[m]ost of our attention to crime among immigrants has not been due to a desire to try to understand crime. Our judgments have been colored by our
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86. Id. at 21–22.
87. See discussion infra Parts III.C, III.D.
88. PASSEL & COHN, A PORTRAIT OF UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS, supra note 85, at 22.
89. Longazel & Fleury-Steiner, supra note 69, at 47; see also id. at 48 (examples of rhetoric used in describing Latino immigrants).
91. See, e.g., Dingeman & Rumbaut, supra note 47, at 365–67; Longazel & Fleury-Steiner, supra note 69, at 43–44.
92. Dingeman & Rumbaut, supra note 47, at 383.
prejudices . . . and evidence to the contrary is neither sought nor welcome.”

In the 2000 General Social Survey by the National Opinion Research Center, almost three-quarters of Americans, when asked whether “more immigrants cause higher crime rates,” saw a causal connection. However, despite this common belief, evidence indicates there is generally a negative correlation between immigration rates (especially undocumented-immigration rates) and crime rates over the last twenty years. Additionally, a study by the National Academy of Sciences published in 1997 found that noncitizens actually have a lower rate of incarceration for violent crimes and property crimes. Of course, there are serious limitations to evaluating crime rates by the number incarcerated, but it is noteworthy that if anything, the evidence indicates that immigrants commit fewer crimes than citizens, and certainly does not support the conclusion that increased immigration increases crime.

The effects of the enforcement-based immigration policy exemplified by the ULP bars, which reinforce many of the incorrect and unfavorable community perceptions of undocumented immigrants, are harmful to all involved. Undocumented immigrants are forced under the radar to minimize the likelihood of removal, which makes it more difficult for them to assimilate and participate positively in their communities, and may even lead to their alienation. Concerns about deportation—either their own or that of a friend or family member—affect over half of all Latino adults in the United States, regardless of citizenship status. The ULP bars have undoubtedly increased the severity of this worry by raising the stakes: When someone is deported, that person is unable to return for a significant period of time, greatly affecting friends and family remaining in the United States.

Some scholars go even further and argue that fears that immigrants will not be able to assimilate appropriately into American culture, although incorrect, fuel anti-immigration sentiment. A 1992 study shows that generally, children of immigrants self-identify as American more frequently as they acculturate linguistically, culturally, and economically, and as they experience less
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Two years after this study, the people of California adopted proposition 187, thus enacting a harsh immigration enforcement regime that even went so far as to deny access to schools for undocumented immigrant children, although this denial of education was later declared unconstitutional. Then, in a 1995 follow-up study focused on the national self-identification of the same immigrant children, it was found that despite the children's assimilation into American society, including linguistic and cultural assimilation, their self-identification had moved back toward their native ethnic groups. In what was probably a reaction to the harshness of the widely publicized California immigration initiative and the accompanying discrimination, immigrants were pushed away from mainstream American culture and further marginalized by an initiative motivated principally by misplaced fears and stereotypes. The ULP bars, passed the following year, likely exacerbated this effect.

C. The ULP Bars’ Economic Effects

The economic effects of the ULP bars on the U.S. economy as a whole have also run counter to U.S. interests. There is much dispute over the economic effects of immigration generally and illegal immigration in particular, with economists firmly on both sides of the issue. Most agree, however, that it is not a small problem. In March 2010, there were eight million undocumented immigrants working in the United States, making up 5.2% of the workforce, down from a peak of 8.4 million in 2007. In particular, when viewed from the perspective of the ULP bars, which tend to lengthen undocumented immigrants’ duration of stay while preventing them from legalizing their status, the economic effects are more clearly opposed to U.S. policy and economic interests. Although there are a variety of reasons for this negative economic effect, most are related to the maintenance of undocumented immigrants in an illegitimate underclass in which they are unable to progress or even live openly because they fear removal.

Several well-respected reports published over the last fifteen years indicate that immigration has a generally positive effect on the U.S. economy. In 2007, the White House Council of Economic Advisors published a report in which they found that “immigrants not only help fuel the Nation’s economic growth,
but also have an overall positive effect on the income of native-born workers.”

The report points to the benefits of more workers producing goods, the higher entrepreneurial tendencies of immigrants, and immigrants’ net-positive contributions into government programs like Social Security and Medicare. A report published by the National Research Council in 1997 that deals extensively with the economic effects of immigration echoes this conclusion, stating that “immigration produces net economic gains for domestic residents.” In 2005 the Congressional Budget Office authored a report stating that as baby boomers exit the workforce, “it is likely that most of the growth in the U.S. labor force will come from immigration by the middle of the century.”

Of course, these are overall economic gains, and some individual American citizens or smaller groups may still be negatively affected. For example, high-school dropouts are more likely to be affected by competition from undocumented immigrant workers, who frequently compete with these citizens for jobs targeting low-skilled workers. As a result, high school dropouts more frequently experience undercut wages or unemployment. Even then, however, this competition may also result in increased jobs and wages for higher-skilled, complementary work. And for low-skilled American workers, the effect of competition from immigrants is relatively small. A blanket policy discouraging immigration to benefit low-paid native-born workers would be an overly broad solution to a fairly specific problem.

Additionally, because the ULP bars prevent undocumented immigrants from achieving legal status, their own economic well-being is limited, ultimately hurting the U.S. economy as a whole. This is most clearly demonstrated by studies of the immigrants who gained legal status after the passage of IRCA in 1986. Studies found that once immigrants gained legal status, their wages increased, thereby increasing their state and local taxes and their buying power,
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while at the same time decreasing dependence on public assistance programs (for mixed-status families) as well as immigration enforcement costs.\footnote{See \textit{Immigr. Pol'y Ctr., An Immigration Stimulus: The Economic Benefits of a Legalization Program} (2013), available at http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/just-facts/immigration-stimulus-economic-benefits-legalization-program.} Although increased wages can result in increased prices for goods due to increased production costs, this effect is small.\footnote{\textit{NAT’L RES. COUNCIL}, supra note 63, at 143–44.} Additionally, most of the benefit of lower prices based on lower wages paid to undocumented immigrant workers goes to more educated families, who are more likely to consume those products and services.\footnote{\textit{Hansen}, supra note 114, at 232–33.} Finally, significant ethical considerations make intentionally maintaining an undocumented, underpaid class of workers outside the protections of the law in order to maintain lower prices an unacceptable choice.

The economic consequences of the ULP bars also directly affect American taxpayers through the more than nine million people living in mixed-status families,\footnote{See supra text accompanying note 33.} in which some member of the family is a U.S. citizen and is thus potentially eligible for public assistance. In such cases, when the undocumented family member is the breadwinner or the primary caretaker of the children, the family may require public assistance if the undocumented family member is deported, placing a further burden on American taxpayers.\footnote{\textit{Cruz}, supra note 19, at 167; \textit{Mercer}, supra note 22, at 317.} Even if the undocumented family member is not deported, without the ability to earn a living wage due to the lower wages typically earned by undocumented immigrants, government assistance may still be necessary. For example, in 2007, households with at least one undocumented immigrant spouse had a median income of just $36,000, compared to a median income of $50,000 for households with no undocumented immigrants.\footnote{\textit{Passel & Cohn}, A Portrait of Unauthorized Immigrants, supra note 85, at 16.} Twenty-one percent of undocumented immigrant households are living in poverty.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17.} Households with undocumented immigrants are also less likely than other households to make economic gains over time.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17.} Thus, the ULP bars, which effectively block an undocumented immigrant’s ability to gain legal status, even if married to an American citizen, ultimately hurt U.S. taxpayers by increasing the potential need for public benefits paid to mixed-status families.

The ULP bars also contribute to much higher healthcare costs due to an incredibly inefficient healthcare system for undocumented immigrants. The majority of undocumented adult immigrants were without health insurance in 2007.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17.} The children of these immigrants often were also without health insurance, including twenty-five percent of children who were U.S. citizens by
Because many immigrants are uninsured, they are unlikely to have access to preventative care or a primary-care physician, and their only remaining access to medical care is through emergency-care services. Under the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA), hospitals must provide emergency care regardless of citizenship or ability to pay. Although it is difficult to know how much of the cost of uncompensated medical care is attributable to undocumented immigrants, in 2011 the American Medical Association estimated that the total uncompensated care cost was $41.1 million, making up 5.9% of the total expenses of registered hospitals. Much of this cost is likely attributable to undocumented immigrants, who made up 47.4% of the almost 48 million people without health insurance in 2011.

Finally, the administrative costs of enforcement of the ULP bars are high and rising. In fiscal year 2012, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and US-VISIT, a program providing the biometric technology used for border protection under the Department of Homeland Security, spent nearly $18 billion. This is more than the combined total spent by the FBI, DEA, Secret Service, U.S. Marshal’s Service, and ATF. The spending levels are not just high; they are rising. Even accounting for inflation, in 2012 spending levels were fifteen times what they were for the INS in 1986 when IRCA was passed. Increased enforcement measures with significant negative effects, such as the ULP bars, are certainly not worth the extensive resources necessary to enforce them. Additionally, there is evidence that an option like section 245(i) would alleviate many of these perverse effects while concurrently raising significant revenue for the United States.
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D. The ULP Bars’ Effect on Family

In addition to the economic losses incurred by the imposition of the ULP bars, the bars have also had severe negative effects on families, in direct opposition to the United States’ longstanding and well-established family-reunification immigration policy. Congress has recognized over the past fifty years of immigration legislation that family unity is a vital feature of immigration policy, and brings with it benefits to American society as a whole. In 1981, the Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy stated, 

[FAMILY] reunification . . . serves the national interest not only through the humaneness of the policy itself, but also through the promotion of the public order and well-being of the nation. Psychologically and socially, the reunion of family members with their close relatives promotes the health and welfare of the United States.

The Supreme Court has also forcefully articulated the importance of families in immigration policy, stating in a case reversing a deportation order that “deportation is a drastic sanction, one which can destroy lives and disrupt families.” The ULP bars illustrate a departure from this long-recognized policy.

The ULP bars disrupt this important policy objective by placing undocumented immigrants who have families in the United States but who are subject to the ULP bars in a position in which they must choose between either facing the consequences of remaining without status in the United States, or separating themselves from their families for a minimum of three or ten years. This choice can be especially difficult if the undocumented immigrant is the primary breadwinner of the family or if there are young children at home. In such cases, many would agree it is the more ethical choice to stay with and support one’s family, even if that means living without legal status. Unfortunately, the undocumented immigrants with the strongest familial pull to remain in the United States are likely those who belong to a mixed-status family and, absent the ULP bars, would otherwise have an eventual legal route to status because they belong to one of the visa preference categories. However, because they cannot adjust their status from within the country or leave without triggering the bars, they are left without a process by which they can benefit from their preferred status. And although a waiver to the ULP bars based on extreme hardship to citizen spouses or parents of undocumented immigrants is available to possibly soften the impact of the bars on immigrant
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families, the waiver is difficult to obtain and cannot be relied on in such a high-stakes situation.  

IV  
RECOMMENDATIONS  

The obvious solution to the far-reaching, unintended, and harmful effects of the ULP bars is to remove the bars. This would allow undocumented immigrants to return home when they are eligible for legal status to process their visas and return as legal residents. This is not a shortcut; immigrants would still have to qualify for a visa and would be subject to all other visa requirements. Although it would be time consuming and a financial burden on immigrants to return to their home country to process their applications, it is very likely they would be willing to do so. Acquiring legal status would help them avoid or minimize the many challenges facing undocumented immigrants illustrated throughout this note, and undocumented immigrants have demonstrated their willingness to pay fines or filing fees under previous opportunities for legal status, such as DACA and INA section 245(i). As legal residents, they would be more able to avoid the negative economic and familial effects of the ULP bars as well as to more fully assimilate into American culture and self-identify as Americans. Thus, this softening of immigration policy could go far in reversing the widespread negative perceptions of immigrants and in diminishing the negative economic and familial effects on American society generally.

Surprisingly, a search for supporters of the ULP bars yields few, if any, results. Scholarly literature presents many challenges to the bars, but supporters are difficult to find, even among anti-immigration groups. Yet even without clear supporters and despite evidence of significant and harmful consequences to American citizens, the ULP bars remain law. A significant reason for the bars’ staying power may lie more in the politics surrounding this controversial issue than in any debate on the merits of the law itself. Supporters of harsher immigration legislation would be expected to support such a law, and so are likely hesitant to support the repeal of the bars, because of the associated political cost. This is true even though people on both sides of the debate agree the law is ineffective, and the harmful effects of the law stretch beyond immigrants to American citizens. Until the issue is correctly framed as a straightforward evaluation of consequences, rather than a political statement, or the harmful effects become so severe they can no longer be ignored, the problems will likely continue.
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Because the bars do not deter immigration, but instead encourage undocumented immigrants to extend their stays in the United States, they create significant cultural, economic, and familial harm to American citizens (in addition to the harm to the immigrants themselves). Of course, repealing the bars does not solve America's immigration problem. Much more extensive work is necessary to address the full reach of the immigration issue in the United States. But the ULP bars are counterproductive to national (and party) goals and detrimental to American society, no matter where one is on the political spectrum, and should thus be repealed.

In the event it is not feasible to repeal the bars, attempts to soften or work around them may be possible. Two possibilities for working around the bars are INA section 245(i), a statutory solution, and I-601A, a regulatory response. As discussed earlier, section 245(i) would allow undocumented immigrants who qualify for visas to pay a fee to process their visas from within the United States, instead of at a consulate abroad.\footnote{149 See supra text accompanying notes 20–22.} By not departing the country, immigrants can avoid the harsh effects of the ULP bars. Additionally, the revenue from the fees can be substantial.\footnote{150 See supra text accompanying notes 51–53.} Of course, Congress would need to reinstate this legislation. This is likely to be more feasible than a simple repeal of the bars, however, in part because in paying a fee, the immigrants are punished for their unlawful presence, allowing proponents of harsh immigration policy to save face politically.

The I-601A provisional waiver, which was instituted in regulations issued by USCIS, is similar to the traditional ULP waiver,\footnote{151 See supra text accompanying notes 12–15.} but it allows undocumented immigrants who qualify for a visa to apply for a provisional waiver to the ULP bars before leaving the country.\footnote{152 8 C.F.R. § 212.7(e) (2013); see also U.S. Customs and Immigration Servs., Provisional ULP Waivers, supra note 59.} Although immigrants must still travel to their home countries and go through the consular process (often at great inconvenience and expense), they know the ULP bar will be waived upon their return. However, the I-601A waiver is very limited in its application. Like the traditional waiver, the provisional waiver has a high bar. For example, the immigrant must be an immediate family member (spouse, child, or parent) of an American citizen and must demonstrate that removal would cause extreme hardship to a citizen spouse or parent, and the ULP bar must be the only bar to admission.\footnote{153 8 C.F.R. § 212.7(e)(3)–(4) (2013); see also U.S. Customs and Immigration Servs., Provisional ULP Waivers, supra note 59, at Eligibility Requirements.} Like the traditional waiver, the provisional waiver does not account for extreme hardship to children.

Because the provisional waiver was first made available on March 4, 2013,\footnote{154 U.S. Customs and Immigration Servs., Provisional ULP Waivers, supra note 59.} it is still unclear how useful it will be in providing undocumented immigrants...
with a method for legalizing their status, but early reports indicate a high level of denials to I-601A waiver applications. The benefit of this approach is that it negates the harshest effects of the ULP bars, but still requires immigrants to travel abroad for consular processing to receive a visa. Like section 245(i), this may seem like an appropriate punishment for undocumented immigrants, but in this case the economic benefits of the “punishment” do not flow to the United States. Also, as a regulation, the I-601A provisional waiver has less legitimacy and staying power than a law, further contributing to the uncertainty already present in immigration law.

In addition to legislative or regulatory options, the Obama administration has also recently adopted DACA, a new policy that softens the effects of the ULP bars. DACA is beneficial because it temporarily suspends the accrual of unlawful presence, which is particularly useful for undocumented immigrants who have just turned eighteen and would otherwise begin accruing it. However, its influence is limited because DACA only applies to certain undocumented immigrants who meet very specific qualifications. For example, the applicant must have arrived in the United States before her sixteenth birthday, have been under the age of thirty-one and present in the country on June 15, 2012, and not have been convicted of a felony or significant misdemeanors. Additionally, a DACA application requires registration with the government, but only defers potential prosecution and the accrual of unlawful presence for two years. Finally, although it is subject to renewal, the terms of the renewal have not yet been detailed. Although helpful, because DACA is a policy change and policies are less stable and particularly vulnerable to changes of administration, it is not an effective long-term solution. For example, DACA was announced on June 15, 2012, less than five months before the presidential election. Many potential DACA applicants expressed concern over the consequences to the policy if Obama lost the November election. Additionally, it may be vulnerable to constitutional challenges claiming the policy is outside the bounds of the executive’s constitutional authority.
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V
CONCLUSION

The challenges of establishing effective and beneficial immigration law and policy are unlikely to disappear anytime soon, but removing the ULP bars and their accompanying harmful effects is a good place to start. Such a change would benefit Americans economically, socially, and culturally, and would provide valuable help to immigrants as well. Because the ULP bars incentivize undocumented immigrants to lengthen their stay in the United States, repealing them could break the cycle of negative community perceptions and harsh immigration legislation, decreasing the harmful economic and familial consequences for both immigrants and American citizens. When combined with other important immigration reforms, such a policy could decrease tensions between different ethnic groups in the United States without sacrificing national security or the well-being of American citizens.